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Decent for the price, Shame you can't buy more for other soldiers.. It was.. bad...
The art is not so good, but if the story was better I could be ok with.
But it's not.

The fact that it is amateurish is not really a problem for me, I read a lot of fanfiction that are way worse than that.
For me the biggest problem are the incosistence, th estory is full of them. You never now when something is happening, because
there is no transitions, and even when refering to something that happenend two minutes ago, it got the date wrong...

First scene, she leaves to get ramen, next scene, she's on her way to school... the next day... and the third day, everyone act like
it's the second one, very, very confusing.

Other than that, the story is shallow, nothing is really happening, nothing is explained, we don't really care or have something to
care about.

Well, it's bad.
Fortunately it's cheap but the only reaosn I didn't ask for a refund is because it would be a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ move to ask for one after
finishing the game.. I have no gf and I must scream.. I really want to like this game, but it's so poorly made.
The grapichs are authenticly retro and so is the music, but it's also too quiet.
The level design is awful. All the enemies are clumped together in one big open space, giving you very little vantage points to
take out enemies individually, and you'll run out of ammo quickly if you try to take them all on at once from a distance and
you'll quickly die if you try to take them on up close.. Oddly, one of the best RPG Maker games I have played. The sex is there
but it is kept to a minimum, even with the patch installed and the puzzles actually were hard enough to look for an answer on. So
with that and how cheap this game is to get, it was a nice addition to my library and I am enjoying playing it.
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This game is a ♥♥♥♥ing classic, this 6DOF plays like decent if the enemies had unreal tournement AI's would highly
recomend for people who like hardass games or just like retro FPS games.. I saw this game a long time ago on Greenlight, and I
thought to myself "This looks like The Binding of Isaac, but it has its own spin on it and it looks cool as buttox." So I decided to
vote yes in hopes that it would one day make it to steam. I have waited a long time to see this game (In all truthfulness I forgot
about it for the longest time so I missed out on its first public version) and it did not dissapoint me. The game is overall very fun
and difficult once you get to the higher difficulties. All in all, I would say 10\/10 would fall asleep and be sucked into the demon
world again.. One big flaw.
Everytime I unposses a turret, I reappear far away from the controls....not kewl.. Don't buy it unless it's on sale. The puzzles got
only one answer and don't allow alternative answers so you have to search for the walkthrough. The puzzles are repetitive, so I
can't say it's fun nor challenging.. Just out of curiousity, mainly because there is no trailer and i like to try new things, i bought
this game. It is right now nothing more then a small sandbox with three tiny maps (but one is not working because you start
under the map) where you can beat and shoot enemies. It is all very barebone, the enemies looks all the same, the main map is
empty with a few huts and you can fly a bit in a helicopter. I do not know, in which way the dev want to go, but right now, it is
not fun. The whole game is in chinese, but you can play it without knowing the language. There are lots of buttons in the main
screen which do nothing, maybe the dev adds cool stuff in the future. Until then, i can not recommend the game, but i will come
back, when there is more to do.

Gameplay-footage:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qjoJJ5XOEdA
. This game is awful. The camera is so poorly designed that it is the only game I have ever played that made me feel sick; my
friend and I couldn't even last 20 minutes of gameplay time without feeling nauseous. Save your money and skip over this one..
Float like acrobats
During stop motion battles
Miss by an inch; Die

(a haiku). Played it 14 hours straight.. This is a nice short little platformer that is good for killing a little bit of time, but that
being said there aren't many levels to it considering how short each level is. The difficulty does scale up somewhat throughout
the game but the levels are all completable regardless. I would recommend that anyone looking for a free game to waste a little
bit of time get this game.
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